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1. Like a fairytale: a kimono-clad Tokyoite
2. Getting close to the elements in Japan
3. Mouthwatering apetisers at Aoyagi
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High-tech cities, cloud-brushing mountains, centuries-old ryokan inns,
urban craftspeople and modernist museums: a journey from Tokyo
to Kobe cuts across the landscape geographically — and aesthetically.
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ROUTE DU BONHEUR — 10 DAYS
TOKYO TO KOBE
An epic ten-day trip uncovering
a Japan between old and new.
Day 1: Tokyo
Restaurant Aoyagi (p. xxx)
Restaurant Sant Pau (p. xxx)
Day 2: Hakone
Hotel Gôra Kadan (p. xxx)
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Day 3–4: Izu
Hotel Asaba (p. xxx)

to detail and high-quality materials. Yet it is
also a land of futuristic modernity. And so the
generational layers of its traditions — from
wabi-sabi pottery to tea ceremony — often sit
comfortably alongside bold contemporary
artworks, minimal concrete architecture and
sci-fi-style technology.
Testament to this is my encounter with the
Kenya Hara installation in the remote and rural
Beniya Mukayu, which takes place during a
10-day journey across Japan’s creative heartland,
from the capital, Tokyo, to the southern city
of Kobe.

Day 5–6: Kaga
Hotel Beniya Mukayu (p. xxx)
Day 7–8: Kyoto
Hotel Kanamean Nishitomiya
(p. xxx)
Day 9: Osaka
Restaurant Kashiwaya (p. xxx)
Day 10: Kobe
Kobe Kitano Hotel (p. xxx)
Plan your personalised itinerary with
the Relais & Châteaux concierge.

GALLERIES GALORE: TOKYO
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I am staring at drops of water. They fall silently,
one by one, out of a tap, slip through a series of
white basins, bob along a network of tubes and
then vanish with finality into a vast, still black
circular pool. It’s a hypnotic spectacle. The
contemporary design is minimal, the repetition
is soothing and the concept — an apparent
reflection of the continuous motion of the
universe — is unapologetically Zen. But perhaps
even more remarkable than the artwork is its
location. For my encounter with the installation

— created by the cult Japanese designer Kenya
Hara — does not take place in a modern art
museum in a busy metropolis. Instead, I am
standing in the small family-run hotel Beniya
Mukayu in a peaceful hot spring onsen town in
the mountainous Ishikawa prefecture.
Japan is one of the best places on the planet
for throwing out these kinds of surprises, just
when you least expect them. On the one hand,
it is a nation rooted in its heritage, treasuring
generations-old crafts, unrivalled attention
2

It all starts in Tokyo. It’s morning and the sun
is rising in a blue sky above a jigsaw puzzle of
ever-changing skyscrapers as one of the world’s
most densely packed megacities awakes. Joining
a sea of salarymen, I jump on a subway train and
head to 21_21 Design Sight in Roppongi, home to
innovative design shows — and worth visiting for
the angular concrete building by Tadao Ando.
Nearby is the bigger, shinier National Art
Center, with a wavy glass façade by Kisho
Kurokawa, which hosts regular art shows
featuring big names in everything from modernday manga to European master retrospectives.
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1. Traditional stationery at Gôra Kadan
2. Delights by Aoyagi’s Hirohisa Koyama
3. Chef Yosuke Okazaki of Restaurant Sant Pau
4. A balcony with leafy views at Gôra Kadan
5. Dressing up: a local in formal wear

houses, Yanaka — one of the few neighbourhoods
to have survived wartime bombings and
earthquakes — is pure old-school Tokyo. I stop
by Sonomitsu, a tiny shop run by young leather
craftsman Hajime Sonoda, who painstakingly
handcrafts beautiful shoes with a vintage feel in
rich hues in his nearby atelier. Then, it’s on to the
gallery Scai the Bathhouse. Housed in a former
bathhouse with a curved tiled roof, the tiny space
showcases world-class contemporary art — from
the abstract minimalism of Lee Ufan to the
jewelled stag heads of Kohei Nawa.
As the sun sets, the creative fanfare continues
on a plate at Restaurant Sant Pau (p. xxx) in
Nihonbashi, an elegant restaurant whose warm
décor — reds, burnt oranges and dark woods
— instantly evokes sun-drenched Spain. The
degustacio menu by chef Carme Ruscalleda is
inspired by 12 genres of music. It bursts onto my

A bonus is its cult design shop Souvenir From
Tokyo, which stocks Tembea totes and Tamaki
Niime scarves.
Lunch — a highlight of any Tokyo trip — turns
out to be equally creative. Arriving at Aoyagi
(p. xxx), a short taxi hop away, I am greeted
by a bowing lady in a kimono and a waft of
sandalwood incense, before being taken to a fiveseat counter room downstairs. And the culinary
performance begins: a string of seasonal dishes,
from clear fish soups to melt-in-the-mouth wagyu
plus sashimi carved on a wooden “stage” before
me by charismatic chef Hirohisa Koyama. A
highlight is the antique fubako (letterbox) filled
with colourful appetisers, from sea urchin
with tangy mozuku seaweed to sweet potato
with lemon.
Next stop? East Tokyo’s Yanaka district. With
its narrow, tree-lined lanes and old wooden

palate with the fresh and uplifting Pop: paprika,
spring onion and pink petal-strewn octopus;
then there is Rap, with the music’s urban edge
reflected in its deep, strong flavours (nodoguro
rosy seabass with basil jelly and red curry); and
Sevillanes, which, with its white polka dots of
manzanilla surrounding a ham croquette on a
black plate, brings to mind flamenco dancing.
The musical meal culminates in a spectacular
cookie rendition of Gaudi’s Dragon (which, as
I’m regretfully full by now, is kindly packed in
a doggie bag, minus one nibbled leg).
OPEN-AIR ART: HAKONE

The next day, it’s time to move on from Tokyo
and head southwest to Hakone, home to forested
mountains, hot spring onsen bathing and, less
predictably, world-class art. The rail journey is
a metaphor of time travel — from high-speed
bullet train (offering glimpses of Mount Fuji
through the window) to a commuter train and,
finally, a tiny local train that gently chugs up
the mountains. My destination is Gôra Kadan
(p. xxx), an exclusive traditional ryokan inn
quite literally fit for an Emperor, located on the
grounds of a member of the Imperial family’s
1930s former summer retreat.
Traditional details abound: the artful ikebana
arrangements catching shafts of sunlight; the
tatami-mat floors and sliding paper screens;
the hot spring baths and the swishing silk of
passing staff. But it also has a contemporary
edge. A dramatic double-height walkway of
glass and wood frames — designed by architect
Kiyoshi Sey Takeyama (whose projects range
from starkly minimal Tokyo temple Rurikoin
Byakurengedo to the beautifully lined concrete
Rikuryo Alumni Hall in his native Osaka) —
creates a strong modern feel at the heart of
the hotel, which cascades six levels down the
mountainside. Tokyo is soon forgotten as I soak
in hot spring baths under leafy summer trees;
slip into sleep during an aromatic massage; and,
finally, savour a kaiseki banquet of 12 delicate
courses in the regal comfort of my room.
The next day, I visit Okada Museum of Art,
a contemporary five-floor complex housing an
expansive collection of Japanese and Eastern
artworks, from Jōmon-era pottery to woodblock
prints (iconic Hokusai among them). Then it’s
on to Hakone Open Air Museum, just a few
minutes’ walk from the hotel, where world-class
contemporary artworks are scattered across
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JAPAN MEETS FRANCE
The Relais & Châteaux restaurant
Hôtel de Mikuni (p.xxx) is a
long-standing culinary gem in
Yotsuya, Tokyo. From aromatic
maitake mushrooms infused with
herbs to its signature seabass
borsch, the menu — courtesy of
imaginative chef Kiyomi Mikuni —
memorably fuses Japanese and
French flavours on a plate.
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1. Al fresco art: a François Morellet sculpture
2. Mixing it up: Beniya Mukayu’s spa therapist
3. The Asaba lobby with its Lee Ufan painting
4. Ink on paper: Japanese calligraphy
5. During a kaiseki banquet at Asaba
6. An oasis of calm: Asaba’s peaceful setting

SPRING TO LIFE
In the alpine mountains
outside Matsumoto, life
at Tobira Onsen Myojinkan
(p. xxx) revolves around
nature and wellbeing. The
warm, contemporary hotel,
which dates back to 1931,
has onsen (hot springs),
organic cuisine and
luxurious champagne tours
in the surrounding natural
national park.
3
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the mountainside. There are few more beautiful
sights than the abstractly curved form of Mother
and Child on Lap by Henry Moore on a grassy
slope, or a metallic sphere by François Morellet
glinting in the sun as it hangs among forest trees.

Miyajima, just around the corner. These modern
touches complement the simplicity of the
traditional décor and the rituals of the ryokan —
and, on a personal level, are greatly appreciated
as I watch butterflies dance around the lake
while sipping an ice-cool champagne from a
delicate Japanese glass flute from the comfort
of my new favourite white chair. “Asaba is about
hearing the birds sing,” explains the owner
Kazuhide Asaba. “Seeing fireflies. The cicadas
in summer. The snow in winter. Many of our
guests have busy lives in Tokyo. Coming here is
very calming.”
The next morning, after a visit to Shuzenji
shrine, I bid farewell to Asaba and make my
way to Matsumoto, home to young craftsmen
and the birthplace of cult contemporary artist
Yayoi Kusama.

SIMPLE PLEASURES: IZU

Next, it’s time to head south to the tiny hot spring
town Shuzenji on Izu peninsula to visit the serene
Asaba (p. xxx). As I arrive, traditional cotton
noren curtains with circular indigo-blue motifs
flutter in the breeze beneath a large, curved,
temple-like roof. This leads to an airy, open space
backing onto a forest-fringed lake complete with
a floating noh stage.
It is at this ryokan inn, which feels more like
an exclusive private residence than a hotel,
that I find myself falling a little in love with a
certain chair design: the white latticed diamond
chairs by Harry Bertoia, which unexpectedly
fill a small, sun-filled lounge on the edge of the
painting-perfect lake. Simple and unabashedly
contemporary, these chairs offer a clue as to
why Asaba is so often the ryokan of choice
among design-conscious Tokyoites — alongside
the abstract monochrome Lee Ufan painting
in the lobby and a small red flashing electronic
installation on the wall by artist Tatsuo
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KITCHEN SECRETS
“My philosophy is about tsunaoi
— meaning natural, pure,
straight. It is also about creating
something with a feeling of
love. Finally, there are no regrets.
Once it is made, it is finished.”

GOING ZEN: K AGA

My day ends at Beniya Mukayu (p. xxx) — the
hotel with that dripping-water art installation
— in Ishikawa prefecture. It is clearly an
establishment that cherishes good design. There
is Takeyama’s architecture — white, minimal and
clean lined, with vivid garden greens bursting
through square windows; Kenya Hara’s branding
and spa-product packaging; abstract washi paper
6

Hirohisa Koyama — Chef
Aoyagi, Tokyo
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artworks; mountain flowers collected daily.
Then there is Kazunari Nakamichi, the thirdgeneration owner, performing tea ceremony in
the black-walled library. Elegant in his widesleeved charcoal kimono, he heats the water,
gently wipes the bowl, whisks powdered green
tea and then passes it to me with two hands. I
hold the bowl and sip the signature grass-green
froth of matcha tea — surprised at the lightness
of texture and smoothness of taste. In between
sips of matcha, he allows the conversation to
float from local tea farmers to the balance of
contemporary and traditional design, before
he explains with a smile: “Tea ceremony is not
just about tea. It’s about stopping and finding
a moment of harmony.”
A visit to the spa follows: a relaxing, aromatic
and apparently medically beneficial experience,
with my therapist Asako using a tailor-made
concoction of fennel, ginger and camomile in
hot herb compresses during my massage. The
night comes to a close with a dinner of regional
kaiseki food in the restaurant (the chargrilled
ayu sweetfish surrounded by bamboo leaves a

highlight), before a hot spring onsen soak under
the stars on my private balcony.
The next morning, the owner’s wife Sachiko
swaps her white kimono for yoga clothes and
teaches a gentle stretching and meditation
class to guests on the terrace, overlooking the
garden filled with red pine, camellia and maple
trees. It’s the perfect start to the day, before I
take a small detour to Kanazawa to visit the 21st
Century Museum of Contemporary Art. I gaze
at a clear patch of sky framed by James Turrell,
wander through rainbow-bright walkways by
Olafur Eliasson and peer through the surface of
a swimming pool by Leandro Erlich.
AN ANCIENT CAPITAL: KYOTO

And then it’s back on the train — tucking into
a bento box lunch while taking in views of
stunning Lake Biwa to the left — en route to
the ancient capital, Kyoto. My home for the
night is Kanamean Nishitomiya (p. xxx) on
Tominokoji Street. I inhale the scent of incense
and hear gentle jazz strains while sliding open

MATSUMOTO MUSTS
After marvelling at
Matsumoto-born
artist Yayoi Kusama’s
psychedelic artworks at
Matsumoto City Museum
of Art, have lunch at
Hikariya-Nishi (p. xxx) —
a restaurant housed in
an atmospheric 19thcentury kura (storehouse),
where chef Masahiro
Tanabe transforms local
Nagano farm produce into
“natural French cuisine”.
For those looking to extend
their stay in the region,
Tobira Onsen Myojinkan
lies at 30 minutes’ drive
from the station.
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1. Tea ceremony with Kazunari Nakamichi
2. Sink or swim? A Leandro Erlich artwork
3. A view from the picturesque train ride
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Q&A with Ko Kado
Paper artist and shop owner
Kamisoe, Kyoto
What makes Kyoto special?
Kyoto is like a museum. There
is the food, temple architecture,
gardens, landscape colours,
sounds, traditional sign
typography. If you are sensitive,
inspiration is everywhere.
2

More modern or traditional?
Both. There are many traditional
workshops but things change
with every generation. Our
generation is used to using
computers but we still keep the
traditional craftsmanship.
How unique is your work
to Kyoto?
I dye Japanese papers using
traditional pigments made
from shell and stone and
then I handprint patterns by
woodblocks. These techniques
are unique to Kyoto and date
back 400 years. I design new
patterns for each project and
work with artists, designers
and architects.

1

a latticed wooden gate and following a sunlit
walkway lined with bamboo.
A bowing lady in kimono and white tabi
socks appears and leads me to a cosy library
filled with creative tomes (entire catalogues
of architect Tadao Ando and designer Shiro
Kuramata among them) before bringing green
tea and a fumanju rice cake. “Welcome to the
road of happiness!” a voice suddenly intones. It
belongs to Kazuo Nishida, the jazz-loving fifthgeneration owner. He is distinctive, with spiky
grey hair and a colourful purple traditional outfit
— designed locally by Sou Sou, Kyoto’s answer
to Marimekko. A modern take on a traditional
ryokan, his 140-year-old wooden hotel has seven
tatami-mat rooms overlooking a central garden,
with quirky contemporary artworks lining
the corridors.
Keen to explore, I step outside into the
sunshine, pick up a bicycle from nearby Kon’s
Cycle and set off on two wheels. I spy artisanal
highlights, including the historic local fanmaker
Miyawaki Baisen-an, before pedalling to
D&Department — a design store tapping into

3

1. For design lovers: D&Department
2. Traditional dress at Asaba
3. A fan of fans: Miyawaki Baisen-an
4. Paper artist Ko Kado at work
5. The owners of Kanamean Nishitomiya
10
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Why are you based in Nishijin?
This is an old town for artisans.
It’s different from other famous
places that everyone knows
in Kyoto-Gion, Higashiyama,
Arashiyama. Nishijin is a
cultural spot surrounded by
temples, where you can still
find tea ceremonies and
machiya townhouses.

5
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everyday local lifestyle products, housed on
the grounds of Bukkoji temple. Further afield
in craftsmen hub Nishijin is Kamisoe, where
artist Ko Kado puts his own twist on Kyotostyle paper in a tiny studio housed in a former
barbershop. Later, I return to the cosy intimacy
of my ryokan and head to a private room
downstairs for dinner. While a jazz soundtrack
plays, I am spoilt by a steady stream of delicious
kaiseki concoctions — spring cabbage soup
with yuzu flowers and asari clam risotto among
them — on a colourful medley of tableware.
The following morning after a classic
Japanese morning feast, from rice and black
hijiki seaweed to grilled fish, I take in a few
final Kyoto sights. I head to a contemporary
photography exhibition at Imura Art Gallery;
sip a cup of tea at a new café run by tea-caddy
guru Kaikado; and have a magazine rummage
at Okazaki Tsutaya bookshop in the 1960s
Kaikan complex, recently overhauled by
architect Hisao Koyama.
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Head underground at
the National Museum of
Art, Osaka, to explore the
subterranean building
designed by Cesar Pelli
and its iconic postwar
art collection. For a more
relaxed taste of Osaka’s
contemporary design
scene, visit Truck — a
furniture studio run by
Tokuhiko Kise, housed in
a beautiful airy building
surrounded by trees —
and stop for coffee and
doughnuts at its on-site
café Bird Coffee.

JAPAN

1. A moment of pause in Osaka
2. Welcome to Kashiwaya
3. Edible masterpiece: dessert at Kashiwaya
4. Art is everywhere in Japan

CREATIVE OSAKA
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Museum of Art and Yokoo Tadanori Museum
of Contemporary Art.
The following morning, another inspiring
sight appears on the table at Kobe Kitano: a
breakfast of colourful juices, creamy yoghurts
and fresh breads. After a journey taking in
Japan’s urban crafts, minimal hot spring
onsen, generations-old traditional ryokan inns,
contemporary creativity in ancient capitals and
tea ceremony-inspired banquets, the simple
comforts of a superlative breakfast couldn’t be
a happier ending to my Route du Bonheur.

3
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FOOD HEAVEN: OSAK A

Then it’s time to hop on the bullet train for a
blink-and-you-miss-it 15-minute ride to foodie
mecca Osaka. Not only is Osaka home to the
acclaimed French-Japanese La Bécasse (p. xxx)
restaurant, it’s also the setting for Kashiwaya
(p. xxx), where I’m on my way to lunch. In
a textbook-perfect example of omotenashi
hospitality, the traditionally dressed staff
instantly greet me, guide me inside and seat
me in a private room featuring a low table,
warm red walls and an alcove with an abstract
calligraphy scroll.
The space is inspired by tea ceremony,
with chef Hideaki Matsuo aiming to express
— as traditional tea masters have done with
their guests for centuries — a fleeting sense of
harmony, of both life and the moment, through
the experience of dining in his restaurant. The
menu — entitled Clear Skies — consists of a
dozen or so dishes inspired by early summer.
There is deliciously soft boiled abalone with
iris flowers; grilled conger eel with preserved

melon; Ise lobster in a warming broth; and —
a highlight — a feather-light green pea and crab
soufflé. “Kaiseki cuisine is not just about the
food,” says Mr Matsuo. “It’s about expressing
the whole story through the season, colours
and atmosphere.”
END OF THE ROAD: KOBE

Stomach and senses sated, it’s time to travel to
the final destination: Kobe. Wedged between
mountains and sea, the port city is famous not
only for its cosmopolitan atmosphere, but also
for its blossoming art scene. Cultural highlights
include the Kobe Biennale, which displays
contemporary artworks across parks, streets and
museums (the next, in autumn 2017, marks its
10th anniversary).
Kobe Kitano Hotel (p. xxx) — a Westernstyle red-brick landmark — is the ideal base
for exploring the city’s galleries, including the
Tadao Ando-designed Hyogo Prefectural
12
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BULLET-FAST TRAVEL
The easiest — and fastest
— way of getting around
Japan is by bullet train,
or Shinkansen. The country
boasts an extensive highspeed rail network with
stations within easy reach
of all Relais & Châteaux
properties.
4
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